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55000 52950+ tax or 799 USD, available till October 30 just wondering if anyone here has taken the 4.5 SAFe scrum master exam? Just looking for some pointers. What is the level of difficulty (some scrum experience and assuming a good instructor)? I know that earlier this year, he closed the exam and made notes. How is it implemented? Is the exam given at a test centre or is
it taken on a computer? The exam will be taking place soon so just trying to figure out what I'm doing. Cheers. Our blog regularly provides insights about the scaled agile framework (SAFE®), such as 4 main features that enable SAFe®. You can also go through an article stating the benefits of SAFE® Elegantist Certification. In addition, we recently published a specific article about
the benefits of obtaining SAFe® 4.5 certification, and here we give some details about the leading SAFe® 4.6. What is SAFe® ? When any larger organization wants to be playful, it can hardly leave the scaled Agile Framework ® (SAFe®). Now, the structure has become the world's leading framework for companies that aim to scale the mercurial. In addition, SAFe® has been
described as the Agile Enterprise Big Picture, as it helps to implement agile and lean practices and principles for the entire organization, from team to portfolio level. The benefits of SAFe® certification for any professional, being SAFe® brings certified recognition to their lean and/or more professionals. Indeed, SAFe® especially in large companies like those listed in the U.S.
Fortune 100, is the most commonly used framework for fickle scaling. As a result, holding a SAFe® certification makes a candidate profile much attractive compared to employers' expectations. SAFe®The accreditation body of the Small Agile Framework® (SAFe®) is an official certified body: Scaled Agile, Inc. This accreditation body guarantees SAFe® a legitimate, reliable and
consistent way of assessing skills, knowledge and mindset (read more about SAFe® certification). Salary of the SAFe® certifiedSalary for SAFe® certified professionals can vary across regions and experience:EuropeIndiaUnited StatesAgile Coach€ 70,000Rs 2,220,000$135,000Product Owner€ 80,000Rs 1,900,000$115,000Scrum Master€ 55,000Rs 1,220,000$95,000Software
Engineer€ 60,000Rs 1,630,000$75,000Job roles/Target audience of the SAFe® certificationThe target audience of the SAFe® certification is wide and covers all these positions: Executives and Leaders, Managers, Directors, CIOs, and VPs Development, QA, and Infrastructure Management Program and Project Managers Product and Product Line Management Portfolio
Managers, PMO, and Process Leads Enterprise, System, and Solution ArchitectsStatistics related to SAFe® certification(Note: All the data mentioned here is provided by payscaleEuropeIndiaUnited StatesGenderFemale: 10%Male: 90%Female: 40%Male: 60%Years of experiencePopular companiesDeutsche BankINGBNPViseoPhilipsOmicron4Com TechnologiesMotorolaAir
France KLMCA, Inc.Syntel, Inc.Tata LtdInphoses Ltd. Ascentonson ControlsFederal Express Corporation (FedEx) Cap GeminiUsaa InsuranceVencore, Inc. Techsmith CorporationJohn ControllersSAF® Agilist Exam Details 1. What is the format of the exam? SAFe® certification exam is in multiple choice questions format2. How is the examination given? The exam is web based
(single browser), closed book, no outside assistance, timed.3. How to get access to the exam? Once they have completed the leading SAFe® course, candidates can access the exam. For this, they will use the SAFE® community platform. 4. How long is the exam? The duration of the examination is 90 minutes. How many questions? Safe® exam consists of a total of 45
questions. 6 । What is a passing score? 34 out of 45 (75% passing score). 7. What is the language of the exam? English. 8. How much does the exam cost? Course registration fee covers the first exam attempt, provided that the candidate takes the exam within 30 days of completion of the course. Again, it will cost $50 for any extra effort. 9 । What are the exam requirements?
There are two main requirements for taking the exam. The first is to experience using the Scrum Framework, the second is to be more than five years in one or several of these areas: project or product management, business analysis, software development. What is exam retech policy? A first retake, meaning a second attempt at the exam, can be done at any moment after a first
attempt. In the case of the third attempt, the candidates have to wait for 10 days and they have to wait for 30 days in case of the fourth attempt. Major SAFe® 4.6 Exam Preparation SAFe® Agilist Certification Exam Questions Here are some questions that might be helpful in exam preparation – how to run agile on multiple teams? How to synchronize the work of these teams?
How to give priority to organizational demands? How to scale an agile architecture? How to deal with risks in a agile manner? Agile and governance, is it possible? Can you add and highlight changes to 4-level with 3-level SAFE® 4.0? Can you define the system team? Can you explain the difference/relationship between a value stream and an art? What is important to cross
forward or add different levels of SAFe®? What is the difference between an ability and an epic or subject? Why would you decentralise decision-making? Does it not refer to the owner of the product or create confusion about who the final decision-maker is? Is there any reason why Scrumban won't work with SAFe®? We have some applications that use scrum delivery practices
and some that are landmark driven (waterfall). CAN support SAFe® 4.0 both epic and user story management plans, backlog priority for scrum teams, as well as management requirements for our waterfall teams (unless they transition to agile)? Some teams may run continuous integration while others don't. How can we balance it if we have a fixed program increment timeline?
SAFe® making it more complex and less agile More rigid, extra control)? Exam Study Material Knowledge and Skills required for job role are mainly measured by the exam. To prepare well for the exam, candidates can use various online resources like these people: Course content is one of the most important components of the syllabus as they offer an opportunity to refer back
to the content distributed during the class. All candidates can use it within the SAFe® Community Forum. The study guide provides comprehensive details about job role and exam, like a reading list. Here again, it is accessible through the learning plan in the SAFe® Community forum. Another element of learning planning in SAFe® community platform is practice testing. It
provides predictability of success on the exam as it works with equal time duration and level of difficulty and offers the same number of questions. You can go through SAFe® sample test which includes 8 questions that will help you in preparing for SAFe® 4.6 certification exam. Leading SAFe Earning Methods® 4.6 Certification Course CourseCors is the first step towards SAFe®
certification to be completed. Scaled agile training classes are prepared keeping the learner in mind. Incorporating active learning techniques with a strong role-based curriculum is a great start for safe® learning journey. Get access to SAFe® Community Forum after Class, which provides access to study material and exams. Studies for the exam are available to help prepare for
the exam and are part of the learning plan provided to the candidates on the SAFE® community platform. Each study guide provides relevant and content-specific exam information, such as certification role descriptions, betting skills and knowledge, exam objectives, and a comprehensive reading list. Practice tests can help prepare for the exam and are part of the learning plan at
SAFe® community forum. With a practice exam, candidates can 'exam before the exam'. It simulates the duration, difficulty and actual certification test in the subject area. Pass practice tests is not guaranteed to pass the certification test, but it provides a test simulation, and score reports can be used to identify a person's strengths and weaknesses. Practice tests are available at
no additional charge, delivered through learning plans in SAFe® community platform, and can be taken as many times as needed. Note that examiners will receive the same bank of questions every time, but the questions will become random. Sample tests provide examples of the type and format of the questions to expect on the certification test. They are publicly available for all
examinations under exam details on each certification details page. Take advantage of the experience. It's more than being a smart book. Scaled agile examination tests specific knowledge, skills, experience and approaches related to each SAFe® job role. Combination with a person's learning and study Real-world experience is an important for becoming SAFe® certified. Taking
examA link for exam is included in the learning plan on SAFe® Community Forum. Candidates have 30 days after completion of the course to take the exam at no additional fee. However, once they start the exam, they will have a certain time to complete it. Complete details of the exam including exam deadline, number of questions and a sample test are available for all
examinations under exam details on each certification official page. What will you get when you pass the SAFe® 4 Agilist exam? Becoming a certified SAFe® 4 requires an exceptional range of Agilist skills and is a career path for many servant leaders (scrum masters). SAFe® 4 Agilist Certification includes: Getting Certified SAFe® 4 Agilist PDF Certificate Certified SAFe® 4 Agilist
Being Digital Badge. Any candidate can promote their achievement onlinenote: Digital badges allow individuals to share authentic certificates online via email signatures, digital resumes and social media sites such as LinkedIn, Twitter and Facebook. Digital badgeding contains metadata that indicates the qualifications of certified SAFE® professional. Scaled Agile has partnered
with Admiration to provide digital versions of SAFE® certificates. Getting a one-year subscription to SAFe® community platform. It also includes access to the SA community to practice access to meetup groups and events that connects you to other SAFE® certified professionals note: SAFe® Meetups provides opportunities to certified SAFe® certified worldwide. SAFe® allows
Meetups to connect face-to-face with each other, share best practices (sometimes SAFe® participate in or speak these sessions to enable expert learning), and gain knowledge on the scaled agile framework in local settings. Gaining access to a variety of learning resources to support you during your SAFe® journey. Summing it up for professionals who are looking for career
growth in the agile field, SAFe® certification may be the most relevant option today. It guarantees companies that they hire individuals with the skills needed for fickle and a strong knowledge of SAFe® environment. On top of that, it is important to know that a large majority of large enterprises have implemented SAFe® and that the hunt for SAFe® certified professionals is still very
active. active.
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